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Project Background
The City is improving Bristol Avenue Parkette West, located at 30 Bristol Ave., to increase
accessibility, to ensure the playground is in good condition for users and to better serve the
community. The improvements will include a new playground and sandbox, a new multi-use
trail, additional seating and a bottle filling station.

Survey Objectives
In August 2020, the City conducted an online survey to gain feedback from community
members to inform the selection of playground equipment, and additional improvements around
the playground in Bristol Avenue Parkette West. Survey participants were given the opportunity
to respond review three playground designs and choose their favourite, as well as offer
suggestions for additional playground and parkette improvements.
The survey was available to complete online from August 9 to August 23, 2020. In total, the
survey received 80 responses. Some surveys represent the views of multiple respondents.
The feedback that received will inform the selection and refinement of playground and parkette
improvements.

Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:




Facebook and twitter advertisements targeting area residents.
A project webpage.
Park signage.
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Survey Highlights and Key Takeaways
Key Feedback Highlights – Playground and Park Improvements





80 total survey responses, with 13 playground users participating. Most respondents
(60) were parents, guardians, or caregivers of a playground user.
80% of participants preferred Option 2, 10% preferred Option 1, and 10% preferred
Option 3.
 Suggested additions that can be applied to playground redesign Option 2
include:
o Adding a swing set with two belt, two bucket, and one accessible swing.
• Some participants noted that a swing set could be used by more
children at once than a bucket swing, which are often used by one
family at a time.
o Adding a large slide (similar in scale to the existing slide).
o Adding a seesaw.
o Using a soft rubber surface underneath the play equipment rather than
Engineered Wood Fibre to improve accessibility and cleanliness of the
playground.
o Painting the equipment lighter colours to avoid overheating from the sun.
o An additional climbing structure or other large play structures.
o Installing more "natural" play elements.
• Note: Natural play elements are significantly more expensive than
the proposed playground options.
 Suggested playground additions that are outside of the scope of this project
include:
o Adding water features or a splash pad.
81% of participants like the proposed improvements around the playground, with 15%
noting they are unsure and 4% disliking the proposed improvements.
 Additional suggestions for improvements around the playground that can be
explored within the scope of this project include:
o Providing more shaded areas (e.g. adding shade structures and tree
plantings).
o Adding more seating to the parkette including benches and picnic tables,
as the area is often used for picnics.
o Adding lighting to improve safety outside of daylight hours to make the
park more welcoming for all users.
o Adding more garbage and recycling bins.
o Painting pedestrian markings onto the laneway adjacent to the parkette
(where the parkette path leads) and signage to prevent collisions between
vehicles in the alleyway and pedestrians or cyclists entering and existing
the parkette.
o Installing signage to encourage dog owners to keep their dog on-leash
and off of the playground.
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Additional suggestions for improvements around the playground that are outside
the scope of this project include:
o Adding additional sport and activity features such as a fitness area or
equipment, small soccer field, small basketball court or nets, bocce area,
Ping-Pong table, or tennis courts.
o Adding a dog off leash space.
o Painting kids' games onto the paved surfaces in the parkette.
o Adding a hill or berm for kids to slide down in winter.
o Improving the pedestrian connection to Dufferin Street.
o Additional plantings (e.g. shrubs, flowers, and edible plants) or a
community garden.
• Note: The process to start a community garden is separate from
playground enhancement work. Community members can work
together to start a community garden in their neighbourhood.
Please follow this link for more information on starting a community
garden.
o Adding a drinking fountain.
o Heritage designation for the parkette's Willow tree.



Concerns about the proposed improvements to consider are:
o Some participants appreciated the addition of the gate between the park
and adjacent alley, while others were concerned the gate could prevent
joggers, cyclists and other users from easily moving through the park.
The gate could also be challenging for people with strollers or mobility
devices to pass through. One participant suggested the gate remain
hands-free as the Green Line (which this parkette is a part of) is a
throughway for many users.

Detailed Feedback: Preferred Playground Design
In total, 10% of participants preferred Option 1, 80% preferred Option 2, and 10% preferred
Option 3.
Option 1 Feedback
Participants like:
 The swings.
Participants dislike:
 The "off-the-shelf" design.
Suggested additions for Option 1:
 A second bucket swing, junior climbing structure with a slide, net climber, and seesaw.
 More play options for older kids.
 Real boulders.
Option 2 Feedback
Participants like:
 The many activities and play features.
 The design is friendly for a range of ages, including younger children.
 The net climber (though one participant dislikes this feature).
Participants dislike:
 The "off-the-shelf" design.
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Suggested additions for Option 2:
 Many participants suggested adding a swing set with belt, bucket, and accessible
swings.
 Shade structures or trees to provide shade for kids and parents.
 Another, larger slide.
 A seesaw.
 A fort or other wooden structure to encourage imaginative play.
 A water feature around the sandbox to encourage mud play (e.g. similar to Wychwood
Barns or Dennis Lee Park).
 The climbing structure from Option 1.
Option 3 Feedback:
Participants like:
 That this Option seems appropriate for the 7-10 age group in the neighbourhood.
Participants dislike:
 The "off-the-shelf" design.
Suggested additions for Option 3:
 Swings.
 A larger climbing structure that kids can stay on top of (e.g. a lookout tower).
 A merry-go-round.
Feedback for all Options:
 Many participants would like to see swings included in the final design, including two belt
swings, two bucket swings, and an accessible swing.
o Some participants noted that while disc swings can be fun, they are often only
used by one family at a time and would not be used by kids who do not know
each other, limiting use.
 Some participants like the addition of a sandbox while one participant feels it is
unsanitary.
 Some participants would prefer the playground not be upgraded:
o One participant would prefer the money be put towards affordable housing
instead.
o One participant would prefer the existing structures remain with the addition of a
new web-like climbing structure
 One participant would prefer an artists or designer be hired to custom design the
playground.
 One participant suggested using a solid rubber surface, rather than Engineered Wood
Fibre under the playground structures to improve accessibility and cleanliness of the
playground.
 One participant suggested including as many play structures as possible.
 One participant noted that the current slide is very large, which is a draw for many
neighbourhood kids. They suggested that if the slide is replaced, it is replaced with a
slide of similar proportions.
 One participant suggested paitning the equipment light colours to avoid the structure
from getting too hot in the sun (e.g. use yellow instead of blue, green, or purple).
 One participant suggested choosing more 'natural' climbing structures that can be used
for many purposes by many age groups.
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Detailed Feedback: Proposed Improvements Around the Playground
In total, 81% of participants like the proposed improvements around the playground, with 15%
unsure and 4% disliking the proposed improvements.
Additional improvements participants would like to see around the playground include:




















Many participants would like to see more shade over and around the playground,
including shade structures and trees.
o Some participants noted the importance of not disrupting or removing any
existing trees.
Many participants would like to see more seating options including benches and picnic
tables beside and around the playground, as the area is already used for picnics.
o Some participants would also like to ensure the existing seating remains in place.
Some participants noted that the existing lighting is poor and often broken, suggesting
lighting be upgraded to make the space safer, especially at night.
Improved connection between the parkette and Dufferin Street, which feels unsafe in the
early morning and evenings/night.
Add a community garden to the parkette.
Add a sport field or area, for example a basketball court, tennis court, bocce or small
soccer field.
Add fitness equipment for adults, separate from the playground, to prevent adults from
needing to use the play structure as exercise equipment.
Add a hill or berm that kids can slide down in winter.
Add a splash pad.
Add a fenced-in dog park.
Add garbage and recycling bins.
Add a water fountain with a dog water tap.
Paint kids' games onto the paved surfaces and pathways.
Protect the old willow tree in the park as a heritage tree.
Add plantings along the western fence, especially edible plantings (e.g. Corktown
Commons). This can be done through collaboration with the local community, as a
community garden project.
Add signage discouraging dumping (including of old toys).

Detailed Feedback: Making the Park and Playground More Welcoming for
All Users
To make the space more welcoming for all users, participants suggested:







Many participants would like to see lighting in the park improved to increase feelings of
safety.
Many participants would like more shaded areas throughout the park and playground
(including shade structures and trees).
Many participants would like more seating areas and options throughout the park.
Use a solid rubber surface, rather than Engineered Wood Fibre to improve accessibility
and cleanliness of the playground.
Ensure the playground is suitable for a wide age range of kids, and that the needs of
other users (e.g. teens in later hours) are also considered.
Prevent dog owners from letting their dogs off-leash in the area.
o Some participants suggested installing a dog off leash area.
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Naturalize the park with more trees and plantings, especially edible plantings like
raspberries.
o Include signage to educate park users about native plants and food systems.
o Include park activities for older adults, including bocce or ping pong.
Ensure there are pedestrian markings painted onto the laneway adjacent to the parkette
(where the parkette path leads) and signage to prevent collisions between vehicles in
the alleyway and pedestrians or cyclists entering and existing the parkette.
Install a water fountain.

Participants were concerned about:


Some participants appreciated the addition of the gate between the park and adjacent
alley, while others were concerned the gate could prevent joggers, cyclists and other
users from easily moving through the park. The gate could also be challenging for
people with strollers or mobility devices to pass through. One participant suggested the
gate remain hands-free as the Green Line is a throughway for many users.
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Appendix A: Response Summary
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Appendix B: Proposed Playground Options
Three playground design options were presented in the online survey.
All three playground options displayed are accessible. This means that kids of all abilities will be
able to play on the new playground in various ways. Instead of sand, the new playground will sit
on top of a woodchip-like surface, called Engineered Wood Fibre. This surface improves access
to the playground for kids of all abilities. For example, this surface improves access for kids who
use a wheelchair. A sandbox will be included in the new design, next to the playground.
Option 1

Option 1 shows:





A fibre-reinforced concrete climbing structure with a web connection
A junior metal climbing structure
A junior slide
A swing set with two belt swings, a bucket swing and an accessible swing
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Option 2

Option 2 shows:





A net climber to allow horizontal and vertical movement
A play panel and pull up bar
A disc swing for multiple children
A junior climbing structure with a slide
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Option 3

Option 3 shows:





A net climber to allow horizontal and vertical movement
A play panel and pull up bar
A disc swing for multiple children
A spinning net climber

Additional Improvements
In addition to new playground equipment, improvements around the playground will include a
new multi-use trail that will improve the accessibility of the playground, a sandbox, additional
seating and a new water bottle filler.
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A birds-eye view of these proposed improvements.








A multi-use trail that cuts across the parkette from Bristol Ave to a laneway. The trail also
wraps around the east, south and west sides of the playground, providing a high level of
accessibility to the playground (in black).
A triangular sandbox on the west side of the playground (in yellow).
Additional benches to the east and west of the playground, facing the playground (in
brown).
A water bottle filling station to the east of the playground, replacing the existing water
fountain (light blue).
All existing lighting to remain.
Gates added on both ends of the trail.
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Appendix C: Text Responses
Do you have any other comments about the playground or the option you selected?
Participants who selected Option 1:







I would love to see community based, more cost effective playground alternatives so that
the funding used to upgrade a perfectly usable playground can go towards affordable
housing
o real boulders would be better and last longer - all 3 playground options are pretty
uninspired and look like off-the-shelf plastic junk - would be better to hire an artist
or designer to create design that respond to the context and create a nice space
for both children and park-users of all ages - no shade - include new trees
Belt swings for older kids are key as this is the only thing at the playground that really
excites them after the age of 10 or so.
Option 1 is not necessarily my favourite however it's the only one that features actual
swings. What I'd like to see is a combination of Option 1 and 2 to include the following: swings (2 belt; 2 bucket; 1 accessible) - junior climbing structure with slide - net climber
to allow horizontal and vertical movement or the fibre-reinforced concrete climbing
structure with a web connection. I'd also like to keep a seesaw at the park.
I myself live around the corner from the play park therefor I use it a lot but the only thing I
really use are the swings. I would like for there to be other equipment that is my age
(which is ten) but it seems that the only offer there is with a normal swing is more of a
kiddie play park.

Participants who selected Option 2:














You can add another slide.
It includes lots of activities and seems friendlier to younger children as well.
Make this a playground kids and parents will actually take advantage of, if we are going
to get upgrades let’s do this the right way.
Combine 2&3
Traditional swings are very well used in the park by adults as well as children. Having
one saucer option wouldn't match the demand. It would be wonderful to include
traditional swings, like in Option 1, with some of the fun climbing equipment in Options 2
and 3. The younger children's equipment in option 2 (small slide and low climbing
equipment) is great and a missing component in the Option 3. Shade for children and
parents is much needed.
It would be nice to see swings along with option 2, as this will allow smaller children to
enjoy the park (children who are not old enough to climb on nets)
Fix the sandbox! Children love playing there! And the field is big enough for soccer nets
on each end! This is a great idea, kids need this so badly in this neighborhood!
It is essential to have a swing for babies and older kids. We don’t need all that spider
web climbing foolishness. Kids will not use it as much as swings. Please revise
drawings. Please add benches for adults to rest.
There should be swing options like the first option to allow for social distancing and
accessibility issues for children. Thank you!
Would be great to have the round swing AND additional swings so kids don't all have to
share one swing.
More lighting than what is currently there would be better.
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My 7 year old needs a good playground in the area for her age and option 2 and 3 are
good for her. However if would be nice to have some swings as well as nets. The fence
will remain? It’s important to have a fence to container you get kids from running on the
road l. The informal path to Dufferin to the park needs improvement
Include a Ping pong table
Option 2 provides the greatest range for unstructured and exploratory play. If the swings
from option 1 could be added somehow, it would be perfect. The existing swings receive
A LOT of use, morning, day and night. Kids love them but also after hours teens and
adults frequent this park and enjoy a swing. it would be great if the playground
improvements could think through all park users, not just the primary/intended users 😉
I believe that every option should include a swing set.
Is it possible to include swings or Teeter totter for younger toddlers? Could there be a
wooden structure or fort like space where kids can use more imaginary play. Possibly off
the sandbox with a tap to allow more free play opportunities. Similar to Dufferin Grove
Park.
More loose parts. At least a water feature and sand for mud/play similar to wychwood
Barns Park or as Dennis Lee Park. Having flexible loose Parts is more engaging overall.
Once kids master the structures, they become redundant.
Also would be a great plan to put in individual swings, and a splash pad would be a great
addition for all children in this community. Beneficial for all kids of a verity of ages. Also
some pick nick tables would be most important for elderly grandparents and adults and
families will enjoy and benefit from the table and seating areas.
How about a fenced-in dog park on the park on the east-side of Bristol (where the
baseball diamond used to be)? There is plenty of play space for kids, but no safe playspace for many dogs and their owners who live in this neighbourhood.
Please add some seating/picnic bench
I think it would still be nice to have a swing set of some sort for younger kids. Instead of
the disk swing maybe a swing set in that spot. Very happy to hear that the park is getting
a much needed enhancement.
I would also like to see a swing set, with two belt swings, a bucket swing and an
accessible swing included in this option as well.
Why is a solid rubber surface not used for the playground surface? It's safe and requires
the least amount of maintenance. The rubber surface also makes the play structures
more accessible for people with mobility issues. Using Engineered Wood Fibre will invite
animals to use the area as a latrine.
I would prefer the multiple swings for different ages instead of the disc swing for multiple
children so that more than 1 family can use the swings at 1 time
I like option 2 but would like a swing set with two belt swings, a bucket swing, perhaps
instead of the spinner swing. The bucket swings are great for smaller children.
It would be nice to incorporate some of option 1 into options 2 or 3. This would allow for
use of traditional swings and a slide while also providing the net climbers for horizontal
and vertical movement.
I think Option 2 provides the best range of activities for various ages.
I would prefer to see actual swings (2 bucket / 2 belt / 1 accessible included with some of
the other Option 2 elements. Actual swings serve parents and children from babyhood
through early teens and beyond.
While I chose Option 2, I believe the climbing structures as part of Option 1 can be
added to this option as well. I think adding some community gardens along the West
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fence would be great too. Pictures providing measurements and scale comparison with
the existing structures / space should be posted/share with all for easier understanding
which will allow more informed decisions / feedback on the proposed designs.
Children would benefit greatly from a splash pad in this playground.
A splash pad would be great
Location needs splash pad. Option 2 needs traditional swing set for infants
I picked option 2, but all three options are missing some sort of field or basketball
court/net....maybe even a tennis court, and a small soccer field, and a splash pad
It would be great to also include belt swings and a baby swing, if possible.
My daughter liked this one because it's different, I like it because it's seems fun for
various age groups. However, her first comment was about the lack of swings - those
might be missed. Still our fave though!
Ellis, age 5, wants all the possible play structures to be included in one of the options.
Would love the keep the shade around the outside from all the trees. And the benches
are lovely too.
I think all of these are terrible! I think the existing swing set (with both baby and regular
swings) and existing large slide are good the way they are. I would keep those, and add
a webbed triangle shaped climbing structure.
Lots of shaded benching, large garbage, recycle recycling receptacles, bike locks, water
fountain worth also a dog water tap included , have the new grind surface be colourful, a
few additional trees? Sufficient night lighting along path east/west;

Participants who selected Option 3:






I hope that Bartlett Parkette can also get something like this, is a pretty sad little park.
There seem to be more 7-10 year olds in the area who would really benefit from the play
structures described in option 3
All playgrounds should have swings, learning to 'pump' for yourself is an essential
childhood skill. kids like climbers they can climb on top of and then STAY on top of i.e.
lookout tower
merry go rounds are fun

Do you have any comments about the proposed improvements around the playground?










The gates are concerning, why gates? Will people be able to still jog through the park?
N/A
More shade (kids and parents) and seating would be great. This area is also used for
picnics. Is it possible to include a picnic table? The gate at the alley is great. Consider
signage as it is well used by vehicles that sometimes travel at fast speeds. Although
likely out of scope, improving the connection to Dufferin would be very welcome. It is
not comfortable to walk through early in the morning and late at night but a great desire
line.
This is a very sad playground right now - anything is better than what is there currently.
But I do think it's important to take into consideration children of all ages when deciding
on amenities. I would also encourage more trees to be planted for shade, as well as a
couple of picnic tables.
Please use the funding for this project to construct or for the betterment of affordable
housing options. We are in a crisis.
So long as you leave all the trees and add benches for adults to rest on it should be ok.
None.
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I'm seeing that 'existing lighting will remain' - the existing lighting is quite poor. Many of
the overhead street lamps are often burnt out along that path, making it scary to walk
through at night. Thank you.
I worry that a sandbox is just an invitation for garbage, animal feces, etc.
I like the 'natural' climbing structures. The basic children's slide is not broad enough in
application. A more complex structure that can be used for different purposes, different
ages would be better.
Another bench or two wouldn't go amiss, for children's parents/grandparents, and also
for the large senior population on this street.
A chin up bar for adults would be good lots of demand in the area and would be
separate from kids' stuff and prevent adults from using the kid equipment
Trail looks great. Please ensure that the sandbox and other elements do not negatively
affect the large willow tree. This is one of the oldest willow tree in the city and should be
protected as a heritage tree. If there is a possibility of adding plantings to the
improvements, there is space along the west fence (chain link) to add low planters or
raised beds to support edible plantings such as raspberries, grape vines, mulberry
bushes, wild roses (rosehips) choke cherries, blueberries, etc. Cork town Common has
great examples of how this can be done to large community benefit without too much
extra effort/cost. There is traction in the community to create more resources like this
and to build some community events around them (e.g. harvest days/festivals). If we
could do something like that, I would donate the raspberry canes to get it started.
Add benches along the main path
Add more trees
Is there potential to create some shaded sit down area with benches or overhang?
Similar to frankel-lambert Park nearby.
yes, I believe a splash pad is of the most importance in this community above all
changes, as well a pick nick tables will be better for all family's and will be enjoyable for
the community.
Include safe space for dogs to play, fenced in.
keep some swings and slide
This playground is my 3.5 year old daughter's favourite in the entire city, and is the
closest to the home we own on Salem Avenue North. Since she was able to speak she
has referred to this magical place as 'bumpy slide park'. The biggest draw to this park is
the slide, which is taller, bumpier, and thus more fun than what is found in other parks
around the neighbourhood. It would be a huge disappointment to our family to have that
slide replaced with something of lesser proportions. Another reason the current slide is
so loved is because it's yellow colour. Not only is it her favourite colour, it's an
extremely functional choice for playground equipment as it does not get hot in the
sunlight. Many other parks contain playground equipment that gets too hot to touch
during the summer months. I would highly advise against building anything in blue,
green, or purple for that reason alone. While we greatly appreciate that something is
being done to improve the park and surrounding area. I would kindly ask that the above
characteristics of the existing park be maintained in the final plans. Thank you.
Include more new trees and planting - what are those new trees along Bristol shading?
The fence? - more benches + other non-playground features - grass berm/hill and more
natural features that can be used year round - kids can slide down a small grass hill in
the winter - adults can have a picnic under trees
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I think it’s a great to be enhancing and updating the equipment at the park. It’s also
great that children with a variety of physical needs are being accommodated as well.
It would be great to have more trees closer to the playground. In addition to a gazebo
that would provide shelter from the sun.
Additional dog water bowl attached to water station would be lovely
More garbage cans
I'm not sure why there are only swings in ONE of the Options. It would be great to have
classic swings. Even though the disc swing states it is for multiple children, only a child
and their friend(s) would go on it. So, really it is for one or two children who know each
other...
Additional bench seating would provide more places for parents to sit while children
play.
neighbour suggested edible fruit plantings & this seems smart, especially along the
alleyway side
Not sure about adding gates. It's a struggle for people with strollers.
I would not like to see ANY of the existing trees / coverage removed. It would be great
to also have a basketball pad / a bocce ball court
While the proposed changes sound great, I will like to see more trees being planted
(edible trees would be great) and community garden beds be raised on the West side of
the park
I'm not sure what you mean by gates but I question what the purpose is for gates? I
would also like to see a basketball net or small soccer area included.
Needs splash pad.
A playground is great, but a ball court, and even a splash pad would be better.
Nope, looks great, we're excited.
Ian, age 40, likes the addition of the benches around the playground, but would also like
to keep the existing amount seating where possible. It's unclear from the images
whether the new seating replaces the old seating or is in addition to.
what kind of gates are to be added on both sides of the trail, please keep it open for
cycling through

Do you have any suggestions the playground park can become more welcoming for all
users?










Planting a few more trees amidst the playground and in other areas, especially empty
corners would create shade for families and make the place look more natural.
N/A
The pavement loop in the park is good for kids on bikes. Could there be some fund
hopscotch or other games included on the pavement surface? The hills and trees to the
south is a fun running space for children - hopefully they can remain. There has been
needles and other paraphernalia found in the sand - hopefully the wood chip will be a
deterrent. Will lighting be improved and help increase visibility into the park at night?
Thank you!
Same comment as above re: ensuring that the playground is suitable for all ages.
people who aren’t rich should be able to live around it without struggling to do so
Leave the trees. Add park benches.
Splash pad or some water area for summer heat activities.
Install a shade tent over the structures
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The playground has potential but would benefit from better shade during summer
months for all users (ideally from use of trees where possible given hydro corridor), an
adult fitness area close to but separate from children's playground (e.g. the trek fit
equipment installed have provided at the Salem Parkette as an example), a dog park to
encourage dog owners not to foul the children's grass area and occasionally the sand
box which is an issue currently.
Anything to discourage dog owners from letting their dogs off the leash in this area
would be helpful.
A sign that encourages people NOT to leave their garbage toys in the park. This park
has been a dumping ground for old toys for many years.
Needs more shade
Include a ping pong table
The wrought iron gates on the east side are lovely, but I wonder if we could grow hedges
around to make it greener. Same for the chain link fence on the west side. If we can't
grow raspberry bushes or other edibles, at least we could try to put some ivy or other
climbing plants to cover the fence and give the space a greener feel.
Add scent station using perennial flowers
Picnic tables would help families spend more time there. A ping pong table or a bocce
court for older individuals. Integrate local artists to beautify the path and space.
All the comments before would help.
How about a fenced-in dog park on the park on the east-side of Bristol (where the
baseball diamond used to be)? There is plenty of play space for kids, but no safe playspace for many dogs and their owners who live in this neighbourhood.
I don't see seating options, will there be benches and picnic tables? For people using the
gate on the west side, will there be yellow pedestrian crossing paint on the ground? The
gate goes straight into a lane that is used by motorized vehicles. What about a sign to
motorized vehicles indicating a pedestrian crossing?
It would be great if the base of the playground had the rubberized covering instead of
wood chips (which can be painful to fall on) or sand (every toddler parents largest
annoyance)
Water fountains are important as not all children have a water bottle and they need
access to water as well.
How about adding some edible plants and shrubs (Saskatoon berries, raspberry bushes,
herbs...) to the parkette - this could allow kids to learn more about nature and food
security, etc.
I would like to see some more trees planted in the park to sit under for more shade - and
is nice for scenery and air quality.
The addition of some trees would provide shade for families to sit (e.g. picnic) while not
using the playground equipment.
Gates need to remain hands-free as the green line is a THROUGHWAY for everyone in
the neighbourhood. better garbage/recycling/green bins at each entry-point
Better + more interesting planting (including flowers, trees, edible plants), shade. Lots of
seating. Cultural programming!
You might want to consider seating in the form of rock formations (see the school yard at
top of Bristol) Shade is welcome. Perhaps bocce ball court/area might interest older
residents. Enforce NO DOGS
Uplifting the playground and adding more seating is a great start. It would be great to
incorporate more trees and garden beds.
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Overall I welcome the suggested improvements and encourage whatever playground
option is chosen, to please ensure swings are part of the package regardless of whether
or not they were an option. I would also like to see a basketball net/pad or small soccer
area included.
Maybe 1 or 2 more benches near playground
Splash pad.
The park and laneway can get a bit dark and unsettling, so we usually go to Geary
parkette instead. If it was brighter and felt more connected to adjacent green spaces we
would be much more likely to visit. Thanks for the updates!!
Chi, age 39, suggests adult exercise equipment be included, if not at Bristol Av parkette,
than somewhere along the green-line set of parks between Lansdown and Ossington.
Please ensure that there is the same amount or more green space
Using any of the design language from the green line implementation plan will help to
connect the neighbourhood. Why are no additional trees, shrubs or wildflowers being
added?
A bit unrelated - I think a little Dog Park on the east Bristol Parkette would do wonders.
There's already a great open space from the old baseball diamond (?) that used to be
there. It would be a nice addition to the neighbourhood and, given the number of dog
owners in the area, it would be used an incredible amount. Thanks!
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